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Female - Contemporary 

 

The Black Sequin Dress – Jenny Kemp 

 

Woman 1: 

I can see a beautiful nightclub. Black shiny surfaces, all polished and clean, sparkling glasses full of 

champagne, gin and tonic, cocktails, liqueurs etc. Women melting into their partners’ bodies, the men 

wrapped around them like blankets. The band, in a row laid back, handsome. Snacks, cards, cigarettes, 

money, lipstick, watches, jewellery, high stools, dancing, wild dancing, bare bodies under not much. They 

abandon themselves here. Get out of their day shoes and set off at a gallop, drinks whizzing down the gullet, 

talk gurgling up, hands wandering all over the place, anywhere will do, who cares.They have learned how not 

to care, how here to let go the reins. 

 

They want to show off, they want to fall in love with the moment and it to fall in love with them. Greedy are 

they? No, not greedy. Hungry. 

 

I love, I love, I love, love they think. Love me, me, me, me, all of me. Fill me up, fill me up. I’ve had a bath, 

I’ve put on my deodorant, my clothes are impeccable. Now now now do the next bit, come over they seem to 

be screaming. 

Come over here and really fill me up with something significant something - of value. 

A right word a soft word at just the right moment straight down the ear hole, ping bullseye, right to the hungry 

spot, ping and then ah, ah, that was it. Got it thank you, now anything I can do for you back? No, yes, not a 

sure thing at all, perhaps not. 

 

Or someone could walk up their timing perfect, and stand fitting the shape of me. Perfection, it would 

register. I would breath out, relax and they would sit and put a hand out somewhere on the table, it would 

contact my hand and ping down the arm would go, the message and it would run up the shoulder into the  

head, down whiz straight to the heart and zoom, zing the genitals aflame. And my dress would fill up with 

light. I would wake up and dance I would jump off the end of the pier, free fall. And he would fly over the end 

after me splash, gurgle gurgle gurgle.  

 

And down we go. 


